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Abstract
This paper describes the Player/Stage software tools

applied to multi-robot, distributed-robot and sensor net-
work systems. Player is a robot device server that pro-
vides network transparent robot control. Player seeks to
constrain controller design as little as possible; it is device
independent, non-locking and language- and style-neutral.
Stage is a lightweight, highly configurable robot simulator
that supports large populations. Player/Stage is a commu-
nity Free Software project. Current usage of Player and
Stage is reviewed, and some interesting research opportu-
nities opened up by this infrastructure are identified.

1 Introduction

Programming robots is complicated and time-
consuming. Working with multiple and distributed robot
systems is further complicated by (i) more robots and (ii)
the difficulties of network programming. The Player/Stage
Project provides open-source tools that simplify controller
development, particularly for multiple-robot, distributed-
robot, and sensor network systems (hereafter referred to
collectively as Multi-Robot Systems (MRS)).

This paper provides an overview of the Player/Stage
tools and their application to MRS. We describe the tools
and review published MRS work using Player/Stage, as
well as describe some of the under-explored research op-
portunities opened up by this infrastructure.

The Player/Stage project began at the USC Robotics
Research Lab in 1999 to address an internal need for inter-
facing and simulation for MRS. It has since been adopted,
modified and extended by researchers around the world.
We suggest that for many applications, particularly in
MRS, Player/Stage offers a combination of transparency,
flexibility and speed that makes it the most useful robot
development environment available.

2 The software

The project provides the Player robot device server and
the Stage multiple robot simulator, plus supporting tools
and libraries.

Running on a robot, Player provides a clean and simple
interface to the robot’s sensors and actuators over a net-
work. Client control programs talk to Player over a TCP
socket, reading data from sensors, writing commands to
actuators, and configuring devices on the fly. Player sup-
ports a variety of robot hardware and provides implemen-
tations of sophisticated sensing and control algorithms,
such as landmark tracking and probabilistic localization.

Stage provides a population of simulated robots and
sensors operating in a two-dimensional bitmapped envi-
ronment. The devices are accessed through Player, as if
they were real hardware. Stage aims to be efficient and
configurable rather than highly accurate. In practice this
means that Stage can simulate tens or hundreds of robots
on a desktop PC, and that controllers commonly work sim-
ilarly on simulated and real robots.

Player and Stage run on many UNIX-like platforms,
are released as Free Software under the GNU General
Public License [5] and are maintained by the authors at:
http://playerstage.sf.net.

2.1 Player goals and design

The Player architecture was originally described in [8],
but much has changed since that time. In this section we
report on the current state of Player, focusing on those as-
pects of the design that facilitate the exploration of novel
distributed sensing and control algorithms.

2.1.1 Client interface. Player is a socket-based device
server that allows control of a wide variety of robotic sen-
sors and actuators. Player executes on a machine that is
physically connected to a collection of such devices and
offers a TCP socket interface to clients that wish to control
them. Clients connect to Player and communicate with
the devices by exchanging messages with Player over a
TCP socket. In this way, Player is similar to other device
servers, such as the standard UNIX printer daemon lpd.
Like those servers, Player can support multiple clients con-
currently, each on a different socket.

Because Player’s external interface is simply a TCP
socket, client programs can be written in any program-
ming language that provides socket support, and almost



Figure 1: Player can control many popular robot devices,
including the Pioneer 2-DX mobile robot and peripherals
pictured here.

every language does. Client libraries, which encapsulate
the details of the Player message protocol and facilitate
the development of control programs, are currently avail-
able in: C, C++, Tcl, Python, Java, and Common LISP.
With language neutrality comes platform neutrality; con-
trol programs written in Tcl, Python, and Java can run on
almost any modern system, even those running Windows.
In addition, the C++ client library has been ported to the
Win32 environment.

More importantly, the socket abstraction allows loca-
tion neutrality. Regardless of the physical location of a
collection of robotic devices, a client program can exert
control over them from any machine to which there is net-
work connectivity. When combined with Player’s ability
to support multiple clients concurrently, this location neu-
trality provides new opportunities for building distributed
sensing and control systems. We take up this idea further
in Section 3.

2.1.2 Device model. In order to provide a uniform ab-
straction for a variety of devices, we chose to follow the
UNIX model of treating devices as files. Thus the famil-
iar file semantics hold for Player devices. For example, to
begin receiving sensor readings, the client opens the appro-
priate device with read access; likewise, before control-
ling an actuator, the client must open the appropriate de-
vice with write access. In addition to the asynchronous
data and command streams, there is a request/reply mech-
anism, akin to ioctl(), that clients can use to get and
set configuration information for Player devices. As this
model has served UNIX-like operating systems well for
decades, we expect it will be suitable for Player devices
well into the future.

Player does not implement any device locking, so when
multiple clients are connected to a Player server, they can
both issue commands to the same device. In general, there

is no queuing of commands, and each new command will
overwrite the old one. We chose not to implement locking
in order to provide maximal power and flexibility to the
client programs. In our view, if multiple clients are concur-
rently controlling a single device, such as a robot’s wheels,
then those clients are probably cooperative, in which case
they should implement their own arbitration mechanism at
a higher level than Player. If the clients are not cooperative,
then the subject of research is presumably the interaction
of competitive agents, in which case device locking would
be a hindrance.

We have borrowed further from classic operating sys-
tem design in the way that we have separated device in-
terfaces from device drivers. For example, in an oper-
ating system there is a joystick interface that defines the
API for interacting with joysticks, and there are joystick
drivers that allow the programmer to control various joy-
sticks through that same API. Similarly, in Player, a device
interface is a specification of data, command, and config-
uration formats, and a device driver is a module that con-
trols a device and provides a standard interface to it.

For example, probably the most commonly used Player
interface is the position interface, which is used to con-
trol a mobile robot base. This interface specifies a com-
mand format that includes velocity and/or position targets
and a data format that includes velocity and position sta-
tus. One implementation of the position interface is
Player’s p2os driver, which controls research robots made
by ActivMedia, including the popular Pioneer 2-DX (Fig-
ure 1). Other drivers that control other kinds of robots also
support the position interface, which means that they
all accept commands and return data in the same format.
In general, multiple drivers can support the same interface,
and a driver can support multiple interfaces. We discuss
some advantages of this design in Section 3.

2.2 Stage goals and design

Stage simulates a population of mobile robots, sensors
and environmental objects. It has two original purposes; (i)
to enable rapid development of controllers that will eventu-
ally drive real robots; and (ii) to enable robot experiments
without access to the real hardware and environments. In
the last year or so, we have been extending and general-
izing the sensor models beyond the limits of any available
hardware, adding another purpose: (iii) to enable “what
if?” experiments with novel devices that do not (yet) exist.
This path is developing with the help of DARPA, with the
goal of using Stage as a tool to determine the likely benefits
of developing one type of sensor over another. We return
to this idea when discussing opportunities for research, be-
low.

Stage was specifically designed to support research into
multi-robot systems. When programming and experiment-
ing with many robots the benefits of rapid development are
multiplied, and Stage enables experiments with large pop-
ulations of robots that would be prohibitively expensive to



Figure 2: Stage screenshot showing two robots (solid rect-
angles) with visualization of the top robot’s laser range
scanner, sonar and color blob-finder data. Stage’s modular
architecture allows multiple GUIs; this is GNOME2.

buy and maintain. There are several aspects of Stage’s de-
sign that make it suitable for multi-robot systems:

� Good enough fidelity: Stage provides fairly sim-
ple, computationally cheap models of lots of devices
rather than attempting to emulate any device with
great fidelity. Low fidelity simulation can actually be
an advantage when designing robot controllers that
must run on real robots, as it encourages the use of ro-
bust control techniques [13]. Low computational de-
mands mean we can simulate many devices on com-
modity hardware.

� Linear scaling with population: All sensor mod-
els use algorithms that are independent of population
size. Thus Stage’s computational requirements grow
linearly with population1.

� Configurable, composable device models: Various
sensors and actuators are provided, including sonars,
scanning laser rangefinders, visual color segmenters,
fiducial detectors, and a versatile mobile robot base
with odometry. The models are often more general
and flexible than any specific piece of hardware, so
each model is configured to approximate the (real or
imagined) target device. See the manual [21] for a
complete list of devices and their properties.

� Player interface: All sensor and actuator models are
available through Player’s standard interfaces. Typ-
ically, clients cannot tell the difference between the
real robot devices and their simulated Stage equiva-
lents (unless they try very hard). Thus Stage inherits

1Some future devices may not follow this rule, as some algorithms
that scale as a power of the population size can be convenient to imple-
ment and will perform well with small populations.

the flexibility of Player’s non-locking, platform- and
language-neutral interface for all its devices.

2.2.1 Devices, populations and performance. De-
vices can be composed in tree structures to build up com-
plex robots. For example, most users base their robots
on the position model with a selection of sensor mod-
els on top. Several users [11, 14, 11, 17, 24] have simu-
lated the Pioneer 2DX pictured in Figure 1 with a posi-
tion model carrying a sonar array and laser scan-
ning rangefinder. The Stage distribution includes some
commonly-used configurations, such as the geometry of
the Pioneer’s sixteen sonar transducers.

By default, Stage attempts to run in real-time. Models
are updated at a fixed (configurable) interval. If the up-
date takes longer than the suggested interval, simulations
will run slower than real time. Device models vary greatly
in computational demands; the author’s 600MHz Pentium
III Linux PC runs 200 sonar-guided robots (position&
sonar models) or 15 laser-guided robots (position &
laser models) in real time at spatial and temporal reso-
lutions of 0.02m and 100ms, respectively.

In the optional “fast mode”, Stage does not wait for the
real-time clock. Simple simulations will run much faster
than real time, which is useful for long or batch experi-
ments (e.g., [4]). Time-sensitive clients use Player’s inter-
nal clock to avoid time-warping issues.

2.2.2 Validity. There is no guarantee that experiments
in Stage are directly comparable with those using real-
world robots. However, users have found that clients de-
veloped using Stage will work with little or no modifi-
cation with the real robots and vice versa [14, 17, 24].
As the number of transfers between Stage and real robots
increases, users have an increasingly powerful argument
to support the real-world validity of Stage-only experi-
ments. This is a major advantage of using a well-known
simulator instead of home-grown, project-specific code.
Also, Stage’s open-source license allows peer review of
the simulation code, and encourages sharing of models,
configurations and environments. Just as Player facilitates
code re-use and sharing, Stage enables experiment shar-
ing. We hope to see standard test scenarios emerge, in
which users can compare their controllers. Already several
papers describe experiments done using Stage’s “cave” en-
vironment, though with different robot configurations.

3 Opportunities for research

Player makes it very easy for clients to read data from
and send commands to any device on the network, as well
as send arbitrary messages to one another. Stage allows for
convenient and rapid evaluation of many clients. Both pro-
grams constrain the design of clients very little; they aim
to provide transparent infrastructure for MRS research. In
this section we describe some of the research opportunities
enabled by the design decisions described above.



3.1 Embedded systems
The design of Player has been guided in part by our

desire to maximize its utility and applicability by keeping
it small and fast. Thus the server core, which provides
sophisticated client services, is actually quite simple and
has become more so over time as, for example, we have
collapsed most of its functionality into a single thread of
execution. The device driver system is modular, allowing
the system designer to include only those drivers that are
necessary for a particular application2. Because it is small
and fast, Player is equally well-suited to run on low-power
embedded systems and high-power workstations. Player is
currently in use on embedded PPC/Linux and ARM/Linux
systems. As part of the DARPA Software for Distributed
Robotics (SDR) program, the first-ever (to the authors’
knowledge) 100-robot experiments will comprise a net-
work of such embedded computers, each running Player
and controlling a small mobile robot.

3.2 Sophisticated devices
In addition to “regular” device drivers that provide an

almost transparent control interface to a piece of hard-
ware, Player’s extensible device model allows sophis-
ticated sensing and control algorithms to be encapsu-
lated in drivers. These “abstract” drivers can perform
arbitrary computation, ranging from signal processing to
closed-loop control. For example, Player includes both
a waveaudio driver that delivers raw audio data and a
fixedtones driver that performs a Fast Fourier Trans-
form on the raw data and reports the frequencies and am-
plitudes of the highest peaks in the frequency domain.
Similarly, Player contains a collection of fiducial de-
tectors, each designed to find a different kind of landmark
by processing data from various sensors. One such de-
tector fuses information from a laser range-finder and a
camera image and incorporates control of a pan-tilt-zoom
unit to find landmarks. Recently, we have added drivers
that implement different forms of the widely-used Monte
Carlo localization scheme. When included as drivers in the
server, these algorithms become standard services that any
client can exploit, even without knowledge of how they
work.

3.3 Common device interfaces

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, Player’s device model
permits drivers that control different hardware or imple-
ment different algorithms to present the same interface to
the client. As a result, control programs can largely ignore
the details of the underlying hardware or algorithm, treat-
ing the system as a collection of generic devices. For ex-
ample, the Player drivers that control mobile robot bases
made by ActivMedia, RWI, and K-Team all present the
same position interface. Thus a Player client program
can control any of those robots, with little or no changes

2Without any device drivers, the Player server binary, as of version
1.3, is only about 64KB.

required to move between platforms. Several IMU drivers
also present the position interface and so appear to be
immobile bases. Similarly, the landmark detectors men-
tioned above all present the fiducial interface, so, for
example, a client program that builds a landmark-based
map can employ the fiducials that are most appropriate to
a given environment but largely ignore which detector is in
use.

3.4 Novel control systems
As a result of its innovative network-centric architec-

ture, Player permits any client, located anywhere on the
network, to access any device; a robot can effectively “see”
through its teammates’ eyes. Using Player as a substrate,
novel distributed sensing and control systems that were
previously unrealizable can now be constructed quite eas-
ily. This feature was exploited in recent work on concur-
rent control [7], in which approximately fifty independent
agents were simultaneously controlling a single robot’s
motors through Player. Similarly, Player allowed a team
of robots engaged in cooperative localization [11] to di-
rectly access each others’ sensors, thereby facilitating sen-
sor fusion. In building such systems, the designer is free
to choose the most appropriate programming language and
computing platform to implement each component.

3.5 Comparing controllers and performance metrics
As a result of its flexibility and the open-source devel-

opment model, Stage is becoming widely adopted. This
provides the potential for an open standard test platform
which would encourage objective evaluation and compar-
ison of robot control algorithms. There are currently very
few practical metrics or other characterizations of robot
behavior, yet there is a lot of interest in this area. Such
evaluation will be required for the field to transition from a
primarily ad hoc experimental science to a more principled
discipline.

3.6 Fantastic sensors
Stage is normally used to simulate existing robot de-

vices, as users test the feasibility of their ideas for control-
ling real robots. But Stage can be used as a “what if” tool,
to explore robot controllers that use devices that do not
exist. This is useful as a conventional design tool, allow-
ing investigations such as: ‘How would my localization
algorithm perform with a device that performs half-way
between a sonar and a laser?’, or ‘What are the trade-offs
between robot speed and battery life, or sensor update rates
and resolution?’, ‘What novel algorithms could exploit an
ultra-wide-band radar that could detect walls and the ob-
jects behind them?’. Robotics projects that are developing
a new sensor can experiment with controllers in simulation
before their hardware is ready.

Stage’s modular architecture makes it easy to add en-
tirely new models in order to explore less common ground:
’What could I do if my robots could change color at will,
or visually express some internal states to their colleagues,



or quickly recognize and categorize each other[25]?’. Ex-
ploring the use of devices that are not currently feasible
opens up a new field of study; robotics as it could be. Free-
dom from practical constraints distinguishes science from
engineering; having a means to perform experiments dis-
tinguishes science from science fiction.

3.7 Challenges in scaling sensor-based simulation
Stage simulates multiple devices and scales to a few

hundred devices, but is not currently useful for simulat-
ing massive populations, say on the scale of an ant colony,
which would be of great interest for MRS researchers. It
would be interesting to distribute Stage’s compute load
over a cluster of computers to support very large popula-
tions (tens of thousands) in real time. This is a significant
technical challenge that poses unsolved problems in rep-
resentation and synchronization. Stage would also benefit
from advanced spatial representation to improve speed and
memory efficiency in large and/or sparsely populated en-
vironments.

4 Usage

In 2002, software from the Player/Stage project was
downloaded over 2000 times. Player and Stage are cur-
rently in use in more than a dozen major academic and in-
dustrial research labs around the world, and are also used
in teaching undergraduate and graduate classes. Given
the modest size of the target audience (i.e., robotics re-
searchers and students), we consider the project to be a
significant success. An important factor in that success
has been the open-source model, which encourages inclu-
sive, collaborative software development. As the devel-
oper team and user base have grown, major enhancements
have been made to the software. Because of their modu-
lar designs, Player and Stage are easily extended by, for
example, encapsulating a sophisticated control algorithm
into the server or adding a model of an unavailable but in-
teresting sensor to the simulator.

Since it is the collective experience of the users that
drives development, we now briefly review a few projects
in which Player and/or Stage have been used. One such
project is concerned with robotic sensor networks [22],
which are characterized by extremely large collections of
inexpensive mobile robots. Given the practical limitations
on fielding even tens of physical robots, the ability to sim-
ulate hundreds or thousands of robots in Stage is invalu-
able to researchers wishing to test communication and co-
ordination algorithms on large-scale systems. A similar
project [9] aims to extend the scalability and modularity of
the Decentralized Data Fusion (DDF) architecture to active
sensor networks in which some or all of the network com-
ponents have actuators. The practical implementation will
be able to utilize the resources of a heterogeneous and dy-
namic team of sensing platforms to find and track station-
ary and moving features in an indoor environment. Player
is used as a common hardware abstraction layer through-

out the diverse set of software modules and Stage is used
extensively for code validation and initial performance as-
sessment.

Another project [14] studies resource allocation for
target-tracking in sensor-actuator networks, using a
region-based approach to control deployment of mobile
robots. A multi-resolution task assignment architecture al-
lows the system to handle significant environmental oc-
clusion. Because the same Player interface is used with
both physical and simulated devices, the tracking system
that was developed in Stage was trivially transitioned to
real robots. Resource allocation is also investigated from a
learning perspective [4], with the goal of developing gen-
eral adaptive capabilities in robots and multi-robot sys-
tems. Focusing on spatio-temporal adaptivity, this project
uses reinforcement learning to allow robots to dynamically
adjust their behavior to any given environment while per-
forming a set task. Of particular use in this project was
Stage’s ability to run simulation trials faster than real time,
and thereby generate the substantial amount of data re-
quired to determine the run-time characteristics and per-
formance impact of the learning system.

Player is also used in an investigation of novel multi-
robot task allocation algorithms [6], providing a unified
interface to a group of heterogeneous robots. In this case,
an economically-inspired task auctioning system is devel-
oped and validated on multi-robot teams, ranging in size
from 3 to 7 robots, engaged in a variety of tasks. The re-
sulting task allocation system, MURDOCH, is also used in
a broader study of large-scale human-system interaction
[23]. The coordination infrastructure was originally devel-
oped and tested in Stage with a large group of simulated
robots and was then validated on a smaller team of physi-
cal robots. This simulate-validate approach has also been
successfully employed in many other projects, including
recent work on multi-robot resource transportation [24].

5 Related work

Lack of space precludes a detailed comparison of Player
and Stage with their alternatives; that is another paper.
The distinguishing features of tools developed by the
Player/Stage project are (i) they seek to constrain the de-
sign of the controlling client program as little as possible;
and (ii) they are efficiently implemented around a custom
network server.

By minimizing constraints on the control program,
Player and Stage offer a uniquely flexible robot devel-
opment environment compared to others such as Saphira
[15], Mission Lab [16], TeamBots [2], Ayllu [27], DCA
[20], and ARIA [1]. As a tradeoff for providing support
for a particular control or coordination philosophy, these
systems all restrict the end-user’s choice of programming
language and/or structure. While such constraints can be
very useful in guiding the user in a particular paradigm,
we believe that such low level constraints are unsuitable
for a general-purpose system; the programmer should have



the choice to build any kind of control system while still
enjoying device abstraction and encapsulation. Thus in
Player we make a clear distinction between the program-
ming interface and the control structure, opting for a highly
general programming interface, allowing users to develop
their own tools, including sophisticated architectures like
those mentioned above.

Because it is designed explicitly for robotic device con-
trol, Player is efficient for this purpose; the primary lim-
itation on its performance is currently the speed and fi-
delity and the underlying operating system’s scheduler. By
building a custom protocol and server instead of adhering
to a “generic” communications standard, such as CORBA
[18] or Jini [26], we are free from the computational and
programmatic overhead that is generally associated with
the practical application of such a standard. Robot in-
terfaces that do rely on these standards, such as Mobil-
ity [12], OROCOS [19], and others [3, 10], benefit from
readily-available client-side libraries that hide many of the
communication details. However, as demonstrated by the
proliferation of similar client-side libraries for Player (cur-
rently available in 6 languages), our custom message pro-
tocol is simple and easy to implement.

6 Summary and future work

The goal of the Player/Stage project is to provide open-
source software infrastructure to support experimental re-
search with multi-robot systems (MRS). To this end the
project has developed the robot device server Player and
the multiple robot simulator Stage. In addition to facili-
tating ongoing MRS research, Player and Stage offer new
opportunities for research in emerging areas, including dis-
tributed sensing and control systems. We expect these op-
portunities to improve and multiply as the software is used
and developed by more roboticists.

Player and Stage are actively developed and we have
numerous enhancements planned for the near future. Re-
garding Player, we plan to incorporate as standard ser-
vices more sensing and control algorithms, focusing on
enabling technologies such as localization and mapping.
We will also add device drivers that support research with
embedded systems, including monitoring facilities for ad
hoc networks and sophisticated communication services.
In order to allow the simulation of extremely large pop-
ulations of such systems, Stage will soon be distributible
across networks of workstations or cluster computers. One
of our near-term goals is to deploy such a cluster as a pub-
lic “Stage server” that would simulate large worlds over
long periods of time, allowing the potential for compari-
son and evaluation of proposed control algorithms in both
cooperative and competitive settings. Simultaneously, we
are improving Stage’s performance by making the world
representation more efficient for sensor modeling. We also
plan to implement a version of Stage designed to simulate
outdoor MRS.
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